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SYNOPSIS 

The mineral exploration environment has observable economic characteristics, the assessment of which provides 
guidelines for exploration planning in the minini company. The loni-term survival of the mining company is 
directly dependent on successful exploration. Exploration planning contributes to successful exploration through 
the development of exploration strategies. The objective of exploration planning is 10 select exploration 
environments which will cnll.ble the mining company to realne best possible profit and corporate risk conditions. 
Thus, the formulation of expioratiollslrate&in is based on profit and corporate risk:crit.c:ria. Strategicoonsideratioru 
include the selection of commodities as exploration targets, geograrhiC concentration of ClIplol'lllion effort, the 
rea lizaCion of acceptable survival conditions, and the sIructuriu8 0 an cxplomlion programme 10 optimitt the 
economic benefits of the exploration investment process. 

JNTRODUCTION 

In recent years much progress has been made in analyzing 
the economics of mineral exploration. This has included the 
development of quantitative mineral occurrence and search 
models, assessments of the risks and returns of explomtion, 
and descriptions of exploration philo$oplly. However, little 
direct attention has been given to the application of quan
titative concepts to exploration planning in the mining 
company. This paper suggests a decision framework for 
exploration planning, developing economic criteria for 
exploration invcstmeot and applying these criteria to (he 
formulation of exploration strategies. 

Three assumptions a re n18de: 
0) Th"e i, common ,cound between q",otitative conoep" 

and realistic applications and, thus, theoretical analysis 
can assist with the solution of practical problems. 

(H) The mining compllny of today and tomorrow requires a 
formal planning framework to contend effectively with 
changing economic conditions. 

(iii) 1be mineral explorat ion environment possesses observ
able quantitative dimensions which can provid~ guide.
lines for the development of corporate exploration 
strategies. 

The paper focuses on the relationship between mineral 
exploration and the mining company. Initially. the mineral 
exploration environmellt is analyzed (0 define observable and 
relevant economiccharacterislics. Then the role of exploration 
within the mining compJOy is described to establish terms of 
rderence for exploration planning. These provide bases for 
developing profit and corporate risk criteria for exploration 
inwstment which are then applied to the formulation of 
exploration strategies. 

THE MINERAL EXPLORATION 
ENVIRONMENT 

The mineral exploration environment comprises the distri
bution of undiscovered milleral deposits in nature and the 
exploration techniques and skills available for their discovery. 
Specmc environments ate- dcfuJed - .by geoIQgical_ setting, 
deposit type, and geographical area. 

In the exploration environment, sca.rch targets are sue
ce$$ivdy narrowed and the level of detail of information 
increased by proceeding scquentially through a number of 
infonnation-gathcriog investment stages. T he techniques of 
applied geology constitute the search method. In general, 
five sequential exploration stages may be distinguished, 
namely, regional selection. area selection, area exploration. 
follow-up ground exploration, and detailed exploration. 
Exploration continues as long as the analysis of information 
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at the cnd of each stage provides economic justification for 
further investment. Ultimately, economic mineral deposits are 
sufficiently weU explored to permit a mine development 
decision to be made. 

To provide a quantitative basi~ for exploration planuing, 
assessments must be made of the economic characteristiC3 of 
too exploration environment. For this purpose, three environ· 
mental parameters are of fundamental importance: 

(i) the cost associated with discovering a mineral deposit, 
(ii) fhe environmental probability of discovering an economic 

mineral depOSit, and 
(ui) the retUTH resulting from on economic discovery. 

Tbedefinition and measurement of these parameters presents 
many practical difficulties. In general, mineral exploration is 
characterized by a very low probability of economic discovery, 
and a very large return lliven an economic discovery relative 
to the exploration costs associated with discovering a deposit. 

Exploration cost is the least d ifficult environmental para
meter to 8sseM. The costs of individual exploration techniques 
I\IC well documented in the_literature; see, for e.>;amplc, 
expLoration cost break-doWDS in Morgan (1963). Peters (1969) 
and the CONSAO study (1969). Exploration cost will also 
depend on the particularities of both the exploration environ
ment and the minin&: company. In this respect the mining 
company will have its own cost experience upon which to 
draw. Thus, costs can be estimated on El unit rate basis for 
each exploration technique. The CO!ls of individual techniques 
together with a knowledge of tbe information responses they 
provide and the overall programme suitable for a specific 
exploration environment, provide the bases for assessing 
the cost associated wft/t dfscoyering a mll/eral deposit. Por this 
purpose exploration discoveries could be defined as deposits 
where initial drilling indicates the possibility of mineralization 
and It mineable width, for example, anomalies which justify 
more than one drill hole. Discovery costs would include any 
drilling costs resuhing directly from the init ial interseclion. 
for example, inclusive of the first few drill holes. Subsequent 
exploration costs, more closely associated with economic 
diSCD:lleries.. would be charged.Jlsainst the retu_ms resulting 
t.herefrom. 

For example, consider the following hypothetical geo
physical exploration programme for copper-zinc deposits in 
the Canadian Shield region. Initially, favourable 300-square 
mile areas are selected for airborne electromagnetic survey 
and flown with a quarter-mile spacing. Airborne survey costs 
average $30 per line mile. Following airborne work, a variable 
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number of airborne anomalies are selected for investigation 
on the ground. In an area containing a large number of 
promising anomalies as many as 80 zones might be selected 
whereas in an area showing fewer responses only 40 anomalies 
might be selected; say. on the average. 60 anomalies are 
selected. Follow-up ground exploration includes property 
acquisition, line cutting, electromagnetic and magnetic 
surveys, and geological mapping, with costs averaging $4 000 
per square mile. Follow-up grids average 0.2 square miles. 
On the average, onc-third of the follow-up anomalies show 
favourabJe geophysical responses and geological settings, and 
are drilled. Of the anomalies drilled, 95 per cent are rejected 
after the first hole. Theremainder give sufficient encouragement 
to justify an additional four holes on the average. Drilling 
averages 200 ft per hole and costs $10 per foot. 

Airborne survey cost = 1 200 (30) = $36 000 
Follow-up cost .- 60 (0.2) (4000) - $48000 
Drilling cost = 20 (200) (10) + 4 (4) (200) (10) 
Total discovery cost = $156000 
Number of deposits discovered ..,. 1 
Cost of an exploration discovery = $156 000. 

$72 000 

The environmental probability and return parameters are 
more difficult to assess because the economic characteristics 
of undiscovered deposits are not known. However, these 
characteristics can be estimated either by using mineral 
occUlTence models or by analyzing past exploration re.<lults. 

Mineral occurrence predictions for this purpose should give 
the expected number of deposits in feasible tonnage-grade 
categories on a unit area basis. Given terrain and cover type, 
empirical revenue and cost functions can be used to simulate 
the economics of developing predicted deposits within each 
area. An example of tIns type of mineral occurrence model is 
the subjective probability approach developed by Harris, 
et al (1970) and applied in the Canadian northwest. Thus, 
the environmental probability of discovering an economic mineral 
deposit would be estimated by the ratio of the predicted 
number of undiscovered econonnc deposits (defined on the 
basis of minimum acceptable size and profitability criteria) to 
the predicted total number of undiscovered deposits, The 
retulI1 reliUltingjr.om_on.economic..disl:lOvery would.be measured 
by the size and profitability distributions for the economic 
deposits. 

For exploration environments with a reasonable history of 
exploration, the economic characteristics of undiscovered 
deposits can be estimated on the basis of past exploration 
results. Thus, the emiromnental probability o[ discovering an 
economic mineral deposit is estimated by the historical trend 
in the ratio of economic discoveries to total discoveries. 
Economic discoveries could be defined as those known 
deposits whieh would satisfy minimum acceptable size and 
profitability criteria if developed under present-day conditions. 
It may not be possible to measure the total number of past 
discoveries directly. but this parameter can be derived if total 
pre-discovery exploration expenditures and the cost associated 
with a single discovery can be estimated for a particular 
exploration environment. Roscoe (1970), on the basis of the 
work of Derry (1970), used this approach for the case of 
metallic mineral exploration in Canada during the period 
1950-to_lnO. His l'esult-s ,indicate-a decline in the probability 
of economic discovery from 0.01 in 1950 to 0.001 in 1970. 
The return resulting from an economic discovery would be 
assessed by the size and profitability distributions for past 
economic discoveries if developed under present-day con
ditions. 

The economic characteristics of the exploration environment 
are changing constantly. The development of new exploration 
teehniqnes, and the increasing depth and decreasing grade of 
undiscovered deposits alter the costs and infonnation re
sponses associated with the exploration process, Changes in 
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market and cost conditions shift the probability and return 
parameters. Each geographical area, geological environment 
and deposit type will have its own unique characteristics. 
Thus, assessment of economic parameters for the exploration 
environment is required for each time and place. 

THE ROLE OF EXPLORATION WITHIN 
THE MINING COMPANY 

The mining company is concerned with the develooment and 
operation of mines and, more importantly, with the strategic 
decisions which He beyond current operations. The most 
important problem for most mining companies is mine 
replacement. The mine replacement problem is tbe result of 
the certainty of exhaustion for currently operating mines 
coupled with thc very low probability which characterizes 
new economic discoveries. Thus, mineral exploration is 
fundamental to the long-term success of the mining company. 

Mining company planning, as described by the author (1969), 
is based on three objectives. These are profit, survival and 
growth. Corporate resources consist of capital and managerial 
and technical skills. Corporate planning is concerned with 
the development of strategies to guide the investment of 
resources for the realization of objectives. Exploration 
strategie.<l guide corporate investment in the exploration 
environment. 

For the smaU mining company, the relationship bctween 
limited corporate resources and the low probability of 
economic discovery is dominant. To succeed, resources must 
be concentrated on the discovery of economic deposits. 
Success will result in the developmcnt and operation of an 
increasing number of mines with consequent increases in 
corporate resources. Thus, as the mining company grows, 
its mine replacement problem eases. At the same time, market 
opportunities and constraints become increasingly important. 
These factors result in a shift of emphasis from exploration 
towards markets. Forward processing and diversification will 
be encouraged, Nevertheless, there will be a continuing 
important role for exploration to support the company's 
processing and marketing activities and to the extent that 
exploration offers relatively attractive investment oppor
tunities. 

The large mining company has tbree basic alternatives, 
which are exploration, forward processing, and diversification, 
for investing resources to realize its profit, survival and 
growth objectives. The role of each alternative is a function 
of tradition, the balance sought between profit, snrvival and 
growth and the number and characteristics of investment 
opportunities in each area. For example, emphasis on profit 
may give a predominant role to exploration while emphasis 
on survival and growth may encourage processing and 
diversification. 

The role of exploration within the mining company deter-
mines the level and proportion of total corporate resources 
which should be allocated to exploration. According to 
Morgan (1969). large mining companies generally spend 
between three and twenty per cent of their pre-tax cash flow on 
exploration and research, but the outlay by small mining 
eempanies, In -effort-s-·toStlrvive,-ll1t1st often'cxececl:this mng,;;'. ---j 
A survey of 11 base metal mining companies described by 
Ensign (1969) shows an average exploration expenditure of 
five per cent of pre-tax cash flow. Kruger (1969) quotes 
exploration expenditures as a proportion of gross value for 
selected mining companies during the period 1954 to 1968 
showing ranges of 0.1 to five per cent for small and medium 
size companies and 0.5 to three per cent for large companies. 
These surveys indicate that mining companies allocate from 
five to forty per cent of their post-tax cash flows to exploration 
investment. 



Given an allocation of corporate ~urccs to exploration 
based on growth alternatives, exploration plmming should be 
based on profit find survival considerations. From a profit 
viewpoint, corporate exploration strategies wiu be acceptable 
only if they generate investment opportunities which satisfy 
a minimum expected profitability condition and a minimum 
size condition. The minimum expected profitability condition 
will be the corporate cost of capita] as reflected in the 
opportunity cost of alternative investments. For example, 
Ensign (1969) slates that the Copper Range Company has 
sufficient copper reserves Bt White Pine to expand current 
mine capacity. Their exploration investment is, therefore, 
directed towards discoveries which can offer a greater expected 
profitability than investmeut in the White Pine expansion. 
The minimum size condition ensures that exploration invest
ment opportunities are sufficiently large to make a significant 
contribution to overall company perfonnaoce. Thus, the 
minimum size condition will be related directly to company 
size. For example, the Copper Range Company accepts 
exploration targets ooly if they have the pot.ential to make an 
annual contribution of at least 20 cenls per share, equivalent 
to annual earnings of $400 000. 

While exploration strategies are guided by profit criteria, 
they also are, in another important respect, strategies for 
corporate survival. Survival for the mining company is 
associated primarily with solving the problem of mine replace
me.tlt. The long-term survival of the mining company is 
directly dependent on successful exploration. But if resources 
are limited and the probability of economic discovery very 
low, the mining company assumes the risk that it will expend 
resources without success. Corporate risk is measured by tile 
relationship between exploration resources and the economic 
parameters of the exploration environment. ObViously, the 
importance of survival and corporate risk considerations is 
an inverse function of company size. Nevertheless, corporate 
exploration risk may still be significant for large companies 
undcr favourable pr06t conditions. 

PROFIT CRITERIA 

Long·term exploration decisions are based on expected profit
ability and size criteria. 10 more general terms, the profit 
potential of exploration investment is measured by expected 
value, tbat is, the average value tbat the exploration environ
ment will yidd io the long term, balancing the successes aod 
failures of a large number of investmeots. For illustrative 
purposes: 

EV=pR - C, 

where EV = expected value, 
p = probability of an economic discovery, 
R ,." return re<Jultiog from an economic discovery, 
C "'" cost of discovering a deposit. 

If C comprises aU exploration costs up to and including the 
first few dri1l hole intersections, then subsequent exploration 
costs associated with delineating deposits for the purpo!>t of 
determining whether thcl'e is economic justillcation for 
development must be deducted in the assessment of R. 
R represents the.net.presenl.Nalue. of all ecoDomic discov~'y; 
the difference between discounted positive cash flows and 
discouoted investments (includiogexploration costs beyond C) 
using a rate which reflects tbe corporote cost of capital. 

Expected value conditions will depend on specific environ
mental conditions as well as the particularities of the individual 
mining company. including the minimum acceptable size of 
explomlion target, For example: 

(i) small mining company 
p = 0.02 
C =>0 5J50000 
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R = S10000(O) 
EV .,... 0.02(10(0)000) - 150000 .... S50000 

(H) large mining company 
p = 0.005 
C - $150000 
R >= $35 000 000 

EV = 0.005(35000000) - 150000 "" $25000 

The expecled value COllCcpt has beeo advocated by Preston 
(1960), Grayson (1960), Brant (1968), and others, as a useful 
technique for assessing the favourability of exploration 
investment. The higher the expected value, the more attractive 
the iuvestment. Usually au cxptCted value greater thao zero 
is regarded as a necessary condition for investment. However, 
in some cases a 'windfall' strategy may guide exploration. 
If R is very large io relation to C, a cbaracteristicof exploration 
as well as sweepstakes. a mining company may undertake at 
least a limited number of invc.<itments, even if it knows that 
expected value is negative, because of the possibility of a 
spectacular return. Such a strategy is, of COurse, ultimately 
ruinous and cao be justified only in the short term. If the 
mining company is lucky, and smart enough to quit when it 
is ahead, efforts under such conditions can be l'ewarding for 
somc. 

Expected value is a function of the three enviroomeutal 
pa.rameters, the assessmeot of which has been described in a 
foregoing section. Since these parameters are usually estimated 
as frequency diit.ributions to reflect variations in the value of 
economic discoveries and the multistage nature of the 
exploration iuvestment process, the expected value fUllction 
is modified as follows: 

EV = );Pt R. - EqJ q. 
where 1:Pf "" P 

'i:.ql _ 1 

If sufficient information is available, the expected value 
coocept may be refined to UlISCSS eltpected profitability and 
size, This is useful because these are the common criteria for 
exploration investment decisions. If expected profitability is 
measured by the present value ratio, inv~tment and positive 
cash flow values are discounted to the present point in time 
using the corporate cost of capital and the ratio betwcen 
discounted net return (expected value) and discounted invest
ment (inciudiog both exploration and mine development 
expenditures) is calculated. Note that the discounting pro
cedure has been embodied in the definition of R. Thus: 

EV 'i:.]JfRf - Lq,c; 
BP = pl + C = };pJ, + l4jCj' 

where EP is the expected profitability as measured by the 
present value ratio, and 1 is the investment required to devclop 
an economic discovery, discounted to a present value using a 
rate reflecting the corporate cost of capital. 

The size criterion can be assessed by several parameters 
including R, average R per year, or I (reflecting mine 
capacity). 

Economic discovery is defined by the mioimum expected 
profitaoility illld size- limits which thc-company sels- .fer 
exploration investment. 

CORPORAT E RISK CRITERIA 

An important characteristic ofthe mineral exploration environ
ment is the low probability associated wiili economicdiscovery. 
Undcl' this condition the application of limited corporate 
funds does not insure the realization of expected value and 
exploration resources may be expended without success. 
The corporate risk associated with the realization o r expected 
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value introduces a surviV'dI element into the development of 
corporate exploration sltategics. T lris risk may be quantified 
by applying the classical problem of the gambler's ruin. 

The classical problem of the gambler's ruin concerns a 
gambler with limited capital who wagers against a 'house' 
with essentially unlimited resources. The gambler is ruined 
and the game tenninates if at any point his capital balance 
falls to zero. Survival is the complement of ruin. The gambler 
survives if his capital balance is maintained above zero. 
The problem is to determine the gambler's probability of ruin. 

If the mining company is to survive beyond tbe life of its 
current operations, it must search for and dis.covcr economic 
mineral deposils. This activity is analogous to a gambler 
wagering on a chance device. The mining company is the 
gambler, nature is the opponent, and exploration the chance 
device. The cost of discovering a deposit is the wager. Each 
discovery llas a probability of success, iu which case a return 
is realized by the company, and a probability of failure, in 
which case the company loses its wager. T he company allocates 
some limited amount of capital to the search activity. What 
is tile corporate risk associated with survival? 

Allais (19.57), SIicbter (1960), and Brant (1967) consider 
the application of a special ClUlC of the gambler's ruin problem 
to exploration investment, the probabili ty of zero successes 
in n successive wage[l!. However, the mining company lIIay 
also be ruined aller onc or more successes. This broader 
concept of gambler 's ruin applied to corporate risk 8S.oressment 
for the development of exploration strategies is shown in 
Fig. I. It is assumed that a proportion 'e' of the return R 
resul ting from an economic discovery is rcinvested in explora
tion, equivalent to an amount E = cR. 
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IIIH&KII. or DEPOSIts 1l1SCOVl'ltlD 

Fig. J. GQmbIer'8 ruin in mineml exploration. 

The mining company starts with exploration funds A . 
It invests in the discovery of a deposit. EXploration capital 
increases to CA + E - C) with probability p or falls to CA - C) 
with probability (1 - p). The company then invests in a second 
discovery, conditional to funds being at onc of these two 
points. Following this second investment, capital may be at 
one of three possible levels, that is, (A + 2E - 2C) with 
-probabilit..y. JJ!,-(A-+ E- 2e) .wi\t\ _pr-obabil.ity_2p{1 - -p-), 
and (A. - 2C)with probability (l - p)2. And so the investment 
process continues. 

Each grid intersection reprcscnts a possible capital level. 
The grid is bounded by lines representing straigbt runs of 
success and fai lure. When the boundDry representing failure 
in every investment reaches the zero capital level, the grid is 
bounded by the zero capital axis, an absorbing state which 
represents ruin of the mining con1pany. To the right the grid 
remains open, implying that the company will invest in 
exploration indefinitely. The summation of the probabilities 
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associated with the ruin points along the uro capital axis, 
each representing a unique number of successes, failures, and 
total investments, is the mining company's probability of 
ruin. 

Uspensky (1 937) developed a variation of the gambler's 
ruin problem which has been applied by the author (1968) to 
the mining company's survivaJ conditions in the exploration 
environment. The derivation of the solution for this application 
is described in the Appendix. 

Assuming that initial exploration funds are large in relation 
to discovery cost and that tbe expected value of costs and 
re turos 10 exploration (pE - C) is positive, then 

Pr = 0.4. 

Here 0 is Ihat root of 

poE+1 _ e + q - O 

for which 0 < 0 < 1. In these expressions Pr is the probability 
of the ruining company's being ruinc<i, that is, Pr = (1 - Ps) 
where Ps is the probability of survival. Also, A denotes the 
initial eXploration funds of the mining company measured in 
discovery units, that is, number or discoveries afforded, 
C _ Lis too cost of an exploration discovery, E is the amount 
reinvested in exploration from each economic discovery 
measured in discovery units, E ""' eR, where R is the return to 
the mining company given an economic discovery, and e is 
the proportion reinvested in exploration. Finally, p is the 
probability of an economic discovery and q is the probability 
of uneconomic mineralization, fJ - (1 - p). 

These relationships provide the basis for estimating the 
corporate risk associated with exploration, given assessments 
of environmental parameters nnd corporate funds available 
for exploration. 

Por example: 
p _ 0.01 
C _ $150000 

R "" S45 000 000 
E = $21 000 000 
e """ 0.99486L4 

Exploration investment 
51 500 000 
$9 000000 

US 000 000 
$37 .5OD 000 
$7~ 000 000 

SI SO 000 000 

Probability of survival 
0.05 
0.27 
0.40 
0.72 
0.92 
0.99 

'WHAT TO LOO K FOR' ST RAT EGIES 

In the long term, exploration investment is guided by 
long-term market trends for specific mineral commodities in 
relation to their resource patentials. The more favourable the 
re1o.tionship. the more attractive the commodity as an 
eXploration target. A study by Booth (1971) determines 
relRtionships between the natural abundance of metals in tho 
earth's crust, trends in annual production, and trends in price, 
for various metals over the past decade. Availability of a metal 
is measured as -the p roduct of lIatural abundance and price, 
o.Dd degree of exploitation by a bundance d ivided by 3llDUal 
production. Metals having a relatively high availability fac tor 
and a relalively rapidly decreasing exploilation factor are 
regarded as the most att ractive eXploration targets, retlecting 
high natural abundance, high price and rapidly increasing 
demand. On this basis copper, nickel and tin ranked highest 
as attractive exploration targets. Although relative differences 
in oxploration, production and processing costs for the 
metals are neglected, this type of analysis provides general 
guidelines in selecting commodities as exploration targets. 
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However, the selection of cOnlmodities for exploration 
also depends on the particularities of the individual mining 
company, such as profit and corporate risk criteria, forward 
processing requirements, product research and development 
activities, market control for specific commodities, and 
marketing, exploration and processing skills. For example, 
it is for both general commodity and specific corporate 
reasons that International Nickel has concentrated on nickel 
as an exploration target, that an aluminium company explores 
for fluorspar, or that a petroleum company explores for 
uranium. 

Given that a particular commodity is acceptable in term! of 
corporate pOlicy, the attractiveness of exploring for it depends 
on forecast trends in supply, demand and price. These trends 
are reflected in the R parameter, the return given an economic 
disco~ry. Thus, the long-term attractiveness of a mineral 
commodity is expressed in the expected value and expected 
profitability criteria. Tile higher the expected assessments, the 
more attrnctive the commodity as a target for exploration 
investment. 

Long-term profit criteria wjll be the primary considecation 
for mining companies which are sufficiently large to ensure 
the realization of expected values. Smaller companies must 
also consider corporate risk conditions, selecting those com
modities which olTer relat ively low discovery costs and a 
rdative1y high probability or economic disco~ry. Oy searching 
for this type of target, and accepting relatively small and 
marginal deposits as economic discoveries, the small company 
may have the best chance of survival. 

'WHERE TO LOOK' STRATEGIES 

Geographical concentration of exploration is based on geo
logical concepts for the types of deposits sought as exploration 
targets. Good geological concepts are fundamenlal to explom
tioD success and should be the focal point for geographical 
concentration. Geological concepts are a function of time, 
information and experience. TIle mining company with the 
best geological concepts will concentrate exploration in areas 
having tbe highest probability o( f!COnomic di~overy. 

Sullivao (1%8) and Michener (1970) have described the 
associations between particnlar types of mineral deposits and 
particular geological environments. Accordingly, the contact 
between rhyolites and andesites provides a favourable setlina 
for copper-zinc deposits, nickel and asbestos deposits are 
associated with parlicular types of basic and ultrabasic 
igneous rocks, and copper-molybdenum deposits occur in 
porpbyry stocks or in surrounding metamorphosed skarn 
zones. 

Within theset of geologically favourable a reas, geographical 
selection is based on mineral occurrence aod C(onomic and 
political factors. Michener (1969) provides a subjective assess
ment of these factors in a large number of countries for the 
purpose of mnking them in terms of overall exploration 
favourability. In Ihis assessment, Australia, Canada, Mexico, 
South Nrica, New Zealand and Spain have the besl ratings 
while Liberia, Bolivia, Venezuela, Haiti and Nigeria have the 
lowest. 

For area selection from geoJogicaHy favourable-·-r-egiOllt 
willlin a particular country, attention must be given to both. 
mineral resource potential and economic factors. At this level, 
mineral occurrence models may be of assistance in predicting 
area resource potentia]s. Economic differences between 
regions due (0 differences in local taxation, transportation 
fac ili ties, regional development incentives, powe1 costs and 
manpower considerations, must also be assessed. 

As in the case of commodity selection, geographical con
centration will also be based on corporate particularities, 
namely. tradit ional exploration regioDs, balance required 
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between a stable political environment and a favourable 
geological environment, and corpomte marketing consider
ations. For exampLe, Hudson Bay Mining and Smelling, a 
regionally-based smelter compnny, has concentrated explora
tion in the greeustone belts of northwestern Manl10ba. 
On the other band, International Nickel's global exploration 
strategy, as described by Zurbrigg (1 971), has major 
exploration programmes in most countries of tne non
communist world with nickel potential including Canada, 
United States, AUstralia, Indonesia, Guatemala, New 
Caledonia and Soutbcrn Africa. 

Individual corporate assessments of geographical favour
ability will differ markedly. Armstrong (1970) of Comioco 
views the Canadian Cordilleran and the Shield area of the 
Canadian Arctic as the most geologically favourable areas 
for exploration in a country whicb be prefers to the United 
Sta!es and Australia in the economics of exploration. Puttere1 
(1970) has described Noranda's eKpioration philosophy which 
has resulted in international exploration ou an expanding 
scale and the investment of 25 per cent of its total progrAmme 
in Australia. Holmcs (1971) advocates lhe metaUogenic bells 
of Western Europe and the Middle East as exploration areas 
of traditional neglect and high potential. 

Short-term survival considerations will also influence 
geographical selection for smaU mining companies. Small 
companies, perhaps a generation or two ahead of the 
economics, often lead the way in remote-area exploration. 
SmalJ discoveries will be of significance to the small company 
and their high grade may overcome adverse economic factors 
associated with remote locatiolls. 

SURVIVAL STRATEGIES 

Survival is a primary objective of the miuing company. For 
purposes of exploration plallning this objective may be 
expressed as a p10bability of survival confidence limit. The 
corporate risk criterion can be used to determine tho com
binations of environmental parameters and corporate 
exploration funds required to achieve the company's survival 
objoclive. For example, Fig. 2 sbows the necessary conditions 
To attain a probal5ility of survival objective of 0.90. TIle 
asymptotic values for individual curves have important 
implications for the mining company's survival strategy. 
They give critical values for the allocation of exploration 
funds, and the amoullt reinvested in exploration from each 
economic discovery, below whicb the corporate survival 
objective cannot be realized. 
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The mioiog company's survival strategy centres o n one of 
the followiog questions : 

(i) What environmental proba bili ty of an economic discovery 
should the company seek to fulfil its survival objective? 

(ii) What changes in amount reinvested from each economic 
discovery would be required to balance a change in the 
probability of an econolllic discovery in order to main
tain the company's survival position? 

(iii) How much capital should tne company allocate to 
exploration to realize its survival objective? 

Answers to these questions may be obtained from the 
corporate risk functions as illnstrated in Fig. 2. In general 
terms it is clear Ihal low probabilities of economic discovery are 
manageable only for large companies, that is, as the probability 
of nn economic discovery is reduced, there must be a com
pensating increase in return given an economic discovery 
and amount reinvested from each economic discovery to induce 
firms to participate; also, higher levels of exploration funds 
are requi(ed for lower probabilities of economic discovery. 

To this point, it has been assumed that exploration is 
financed internally. When internal resources are insufficient 
to realize the company's survival objective, it may be suitable 
for the company to pool its resources together with other 
companies in joint ven tures. Joint vcntw·cs are commonly 
used in mioeml exploration, primArily as a survival strategy. 
Jt is a reasonable strategy provided that contTol is not 
diluted excessively. 

The ratio of internal exploration funds to the total amount 
required to realize the company's survival objective represents 
the joint venture participation which the company should 
seek, For example: 

p ... 0.01 
C $150000 
R = S4S 000 000 
E - $21000000 
Ps objective = 0.90. 

Internal exploration 
/imds 

S5OOO000 
S2S 000 000 
SSO 000 000 
575000000 

Required jofnt venture 
participation 

7% 
35% 
70% 

100% 

Many mining companies are not large enough for joint 
ventures to offer a reasonable aLternative. These companies 
mug! seek llther survival alternatives. At tlte limit the total 
retUf1) from ~onllmic discoveries can be reinvested in 
exploration. Tills helps only after the first economic discovery 
has been made. Alternatively, attentioD may be focussed on 
spcciaJ eXl"Jloration environments, such as commodities with 
very limited demand, swface deposits, and remote areas, 
where environmental parameters encourage survival. Also, 
the smllll mining company may invest in deposits which have 
been discovered and rejected by larger companies. These will 
usually be small, marginal deposits which do not meet 
the minimulll acceptable conditions of the larger compailles. 
In some instances fully-fledged CCOIlOmiC discoveries which 
have notlleen percetveCl by tTle discoverers may De acqUIred". 

' HOW TO LOOK' STRATEGIES 

The fundamental issue in structuring an exploration pro
gramme is tbe balancing of available expJora tion funds between 
direct investment in discovering deposits and investment 
in the level and quality of skills ia the exploration group. 
The larger the allocation to direct exploration investment, 
tha larger the number of discoveries and the better the 
company's chances of realizing expectations. The benefits 
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wh.ich result from increasing exploration group investmenl 
are in the seJection of exploral ion environments with superior 
economic characteristics. This will result from better 
geological concepts, and more informed assessments of mineral 
resource potential and the ecooomic characteristics of 
exploration environments. A more highly skilled exploration 
group will increase the company's probability of economic 
discovery. The optimum balancing of exploration funds will 
maximize the company's chances of realizing its exploration 
objectives. 

Because a low probability of economic discovery is 
associaled with each exploration investment, a sequcnlial 
inveslment strategy is used to limit the cost o f failure by 
blwing the exploration investment into a number of com
ponents each of which is associated with a particular 
sequelltial stage. The cost of discovering uneconomic deposits 
is reduced when these discovedes are determined to be 
uneconomic and arc rejected before being fully explored. 
A three-stage sequential example is shown in Fig. 3. The cost 
associated with discovering and exploring a deposit fully is F. 
The boundary condition for contiOlling investment is assumed 
to be ao expected value greater than zero. The boundary 
condition defioes two zooes; these are a zone of favourable 
e;~pcctations, in this case repfCSCDtiog PO!litiveexpected values, 
and a zone of unfavourable expectations representing negative 
expected values. Assessments of p, R and expected further 
exploration costs (xl') are made on completion of eacb stage. 
Exploration investment continues wllit either the assessment 
of expected value is neg.1.tive o( until the probability of an 
economic discovery justifies a mine development decision. 
The starting point for an investme.nt, S, represents a fixed 
cost, O.IF, that is incurred iu defining the exploration 
opportunity. Three failure paths for the exploration oppor
tunity are shown. If exploration investment had becu in a 
siogle stage, the cost of the tnree faiLures would have been 
3.0 F. The three-stage sequential process has limited the cost 
of the fai lures to 1.6 F. 

F 
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PROBABILITY OF ECONOMIC DISCOVERY 

Fig. 3. Sequentfal exploration fmcstment. 

T-he benefits of the- sequential procesS", in lerlllS" of :limiting 
the exploration investment in uoeconomic deposi ts. must be 
balanced against the opportunity cost associated with rejecting 
economic discoveries. It is this beoefit-cost relationship which 
detennines the optimum boundary condition for accepting 
and rejecting opportunities at the end of each sequootial 
stage. The selectivity should be such that combined direct and 
opportunity costs are minimized. This is known as the problem 
of 'skimming' and it is of eritieal importance in determining 
the economics of exploration investment to the mining 
company. 

• 



In the sequential exploratiOll process tile prior probability 
distribution of the expected profitability of a discovery is 
relatively flat to begin with. On the other hal1d, the successive 
posterior distributions fl S more and more explomtion has 
been completed are more and more sh<lrply peaked or C011-
ceotraled in a more limited rnnge and, therefore, there is beHer 
and better information for deciding o n acoepla nce or rejection 
and a basis for increasingly rigorous decision criteria. In the 
early stages, the e",peeled profitability is much less sharply 
defined than it is later on and overly rigorous decision 
criteria will result in the rejection of economic discoveries. 
As deposits are carried through the sequential stages, the less 
promising are gradually eliminated as information is 
accumulated. 

Sk imming is used to minimize costs and, thereby, optimize 
the exploration investment process. It may not maximize the 
number of economic discoveries. Skimming should mean 
that a high proportion of the deposits fully explored are 
economic with the early elimination of a high proportion of 
total discoveries. The possibility that economic deposits are 
rejocted is clearly increased as the number of deposits fuUy 
c lIplored is reduced, s ince the nature of skimming involves 
accept-reject decisions on less than concltlsive evidence. 
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APPENDIX 

Uspensky (1937) developed a variation of the gambler's 
ruin problem which has been applied by {he author (1968) 
to the mining company's 5ul"vival conditions in the exploration 
environment. 

T wo opponents, A and B, play a series of games, the 
probability of-winning Il single game being p and q =-(1 - p), 
respectively, each game ending in a loss for one of them, 
If the stakes in a single game are C for A and R for E, and 
the players' respective fortunes are A and B, what is the 
probability that one of the players will be ruined, in the 
sense that at a certain stage his fortune i5 less tban a single 
game stab.-e? No limit is set for the number o f games. 

Let P", be the probabili ty for A 10 be ruined by the lack o f 
suffiC)ent funds to set a full stake C when his fortune 
amounts to x and, consequently, his adversary's fortune is 
A + B - x. 

Considering the result of the game immediately following 
the situation in which the fortune of A amounted to x, it is 
possible to establish an equation in finite djfferences that 
p $ must satisfy. Ir A \YiDS this game, his fortune becomes 
x + R and the pro babili ty of being ruined later is P MR. By 
the theorem of compound probability, the probabili ty of this 
caSG is pP:;-I.l1. But if I1 loses, his fortune becomes x - C 
_and. .the probabilit)! of bei.qg ruined later is P:;- c .. The pro
bability of this case is qP~c. Now, applying the theorem of 
totn! probability, P ", is a solution of too eqtlntion in finite 
differences : 

P", - pl'M n + qP:t;-c • . .. ( 1) 

To determine P", completely, in addiliOI\ to (I) there are 
two boundary conditions : 

(i) if the fortune of A becomes less than C, he is ruined; 

(ll) it i, imoo"ibl, for A to b, ruin,d if tb, fortun' of B 
falls below R. 
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Equation (1) is an ordinary equation in finite differences 
of the order C + R. It has particular solutions of the form 
ex, where 0 is the root of the equation: 

. . . .(2) 

Equation (2) has two positive roots, 0 = I, and another 
which is ei ther greater or smaller than unity, according 10 
whether the (l."{ I)Ccled value of the game to A is negative or 
positive, that is. pR - C < 0 or > O. That is, the positive 
root of (2) different from unity is > 1 when single games 
are favourable to Band < 1 if they are favourable to A. In 
the case of equitable games, both positive roots coincide 
aud e = I is a double root. AU other roots arc negative or 
imaginary. 

The general solution leads to a complicated expression for 
P :;. However, sinlple lower and upper limits for P "" can be 
established that are close enough, provided the fortunes of 
the players are large in comparison with tlleir stakes. Taking 
x = a, the following limits are obtained for the probability 
of ruin for player A, Pr: 

. .(3) 

Assuming that nature has essentially unlimited resources, 
that the mining company will invest in exploration indefinitely 
and that only a portion of the returns from economic 
discoveries will be reinvested in exploration, the mining 
company's probability o f being ruined can be determined. 

Let A be the miuiog company, B the nature, C = I the cost 
of an exptoratiou discovery, R the return to the minins 
company given an economic discovery in cost units and 
E be the amount reinvested in explora tion from each economic 
discovery measured in cost units, E .., eR, where e is the 
proportion of R reinvested. Also, denote by p the probability 
of an economic discovery, by q the probabili ty ofuneronomic 
nlineraiization, q _ (I - p), and by A the ini tial exploration 
runds of the mining company measured in cost units, that is, 
number of di!>Coveries afforded. Let nnture's fCllOurces.B - C() , 

Finally, BV' is the expected value of costs and returns to 
exploration in cost units, BV' =' pE - 1, and Pr is the 
probability of the mining company being ruined, Pr = (1 - PI) 
where Ps is the probability of survival. 

Substitutill8 in (2): 

paB-tI_O+q _ O 

and in (3) : 

.... . .... (4) 

0"'-£+1 _ I A 0 '" - I eA --= ___ --' ~ Pr::::;; 0 
0,4.+«)-£+1 _ 1 0.4.+<0 - 1 

If EY' is positive for the mining company, then 0 < I and 
the above expression reduces to: 

p,~~ . . ....... (') 

If BV' is equitable or negative for the mining company then 
'6 ;;"1 and -. 

Pr ~ 1. .(6) 
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